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The economics of industry and industrial enterprises in Hungary 
and abroad alike has been preoccupied for a long time at trying to find 
out what kind of methods and rules can be deduced under typical circum-
stances from the principles of rational economic activity. 

The expansion of empirical studies has been a very important step towards 
a better understanding of reality and an increased applicability of theoretical 
findings. These studies have aimed at a more exact and if possible numerical 
examination of the facts already known or guessed from practical experience, 
about the process of industrial development, the kind of methods enterprises 
actually apply, the extent to which the principles of rational economic activ
ity are effectively used, etc. 

These examinations have emphatically confirmed the fact - otherwise 
"well known by those familiar with practice that also non-economic motives 
play a very important role in economic activities. This has given another 
stimulus to the efforts aimed at explaining actual phenomena and deter
mining methods to he applied in economy by employing the results of other 
branches of science as well. 

One of the most important tendencies oyer the past decades is indicated 
by the efforts, aimed on the one hand at 

-- the formation of a general science of rational human actiyity (praxe
ology) and the creation of the economics of greatly different non-economic 
activities (such as the. economics of education and health) and on the 
other hand, 

at the integration of the results of economics and other SClenGeS 
dealing with human heings and their acti"vities (such as psychology, sociology 
antropology, hehaviourism, organisational theory, managerial science, etc.). 

On the hasis of the ahove mentioned requirements the Institute for Indus
trial Economics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in its research work 
intends to lay stress upon two main points: (i) to reveal the facts as exact 
and complete as possihle and (ii) to rely on the methods and experiences of 
different sciences to the possihle greatest extent. 
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The revelation of the facts primarily requires empirical studies in the field 
of the economics of industrial enterprises, too. From the different kinsd 
of empirical studies analysing the present state of the enterprises, management 
methods, intentions and anticipations, attitudes, etc. which may give impor
tant informations - under our present circumstances - we consider as of 
primary importance the study of enterprise behaviour. 

The importance of the examination of enterprise hehaviour 

The new system of economic guidance in Hungary has given an increased 
independencc to enterprises and tends to influence their activities mainly hy 
indirect methods. The success of this influencing primarily depends on the 
fact, whether or not we are able to well estimate the effects of the tools and 
measures applied, their direction, dimensions and ultimate resultant. We can 
only form enterprise enyironment, and the whole system of l'egulations in 
accordance "with our objectiYes, if we know in advance what the reaction of 
eTHerprises will be. 

The behaviour of enterprises is influenced by a multitude of factors such 
as different judgement of present and future, security and risk, individual, 
group-, and social interests, the diyergent and changing ""'\V-eight" of various 
economic motives and last but not least a lot of not purely economic consider
ations. The prediction of enterprise behayiour requires the knowledge of 

-- the motiYes determining the ·way of management in general and in 
particular situations, 

- the kind of typical situations enterprises may get in, 
the kinds of hehayiour of decision-making indiyiduals and groups which 

can be considered as rational in yarious situations under the conditions of 
a given system of regulators, 

- the extent to vihieh the principle of rationality predominates and 
other factms which can have a role in enterprise decisions-making, 

- the forces, backing yarious attitudes and motives, etc. 
The concept of hehayiour has widely been employed first in psychology 

and was adapted by economics from here. Its meaning, ho·wever, is not abso
lutely unambiguous. Professor L_uos KARDOS [1] for instance in his university 
textbook "General Psychology" ,,,-rites as follows: "It really is only a matter 
of agreement which term to use; action, hehayionr, and attitude are more or 
less synonymous, their meaning is mostly in conform." As for us, we ,',,-ould 
like to categorically distinguish actions-taking place only once under definite 
circulllstances from behaviour ( attitude), which is typical, and can he identified 
from the common features of individual actions. That is in our opinion, behay
iour manifests itself in actions and can be investigated hy analysing the 
circumstances of actions. 
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The knowledge of enterprise behaviour seems to be of primary impor
tance when predicting future enterprise actions. Ideas concerning future, 
anticipations and even definite intentions, can only be realized if original con
ditions unchanged. The kno'wledge of behaviour can help us just in estimating 
the kind of hehaviour ·we can expect in different situations, under different 
internal and external conditions. 

Enterprise hehaviour also had an importance in the centrally directed 
economic system but for a long time it was neglected as the subject of well
based scientific examinations. \Vhen analyzing enterprise activities we started 
fwm the fact, that enterprise objectives, and - to a great extent - also 
the means of achieving them, were prescribed by authorities in the form of 
planned figures. In a system like this enterprise objectives were limited to the 
performance of prescriptions ·within a rather restricted scope of actions, 
allowed by obligatory planned figures. During the first years of the directive 
economic system 'we mostly assumed that enterprises and their managers 
were not influenced hy thcir own aims even within this limited scope of actions, 
but they followed the easily identifiable interests of national economy. Never
theless, by piling up practical experience it became more and more obvious, 
that enterprise interests prevailed in this system as well, sometimes in a very 
striking, grotesque form (bargaining on the plan, the under-planning of possib
ilities and obligations, etc.). First 'we tried to rule out this behaviour stemming 
from enterprise interests and qualified as negative, by widening the scope of 
obligatory figures and by introducing more elaborated indicators. Thus the 
scope of independent actions for enterprises became even more limited. 

Some critical analyses of this system of economic guidance have con
spiciously sho'wn that in many cases it is rather difficult to identify the inter
ests of national economy and these interests frequently get confronted with 
individual and group interests. The solution is mostly a sort of compromise. 
Only a few studies have been carried out dealing in detail with the conditions 
under which these compromises get established, but their most important 
types and the dangers inherent in them - a striving for loosely planned 
figures, a formal fulfillment of plans, holding back overfulfillment, etc. - have 
been disclosed. Having in mind this experience 'we tried to work out a new 
system of economic guidance in such a way as to enable to avoid these dangers. 
To achieve this we created a system of economic regulators to ensure the 
convergcnce of the interests of national economy and those of enterprises 
and to provide adequate possibilities of compromise, if a confrontation of 
interests takes place. 

Experience gained so far suggests that the system of economic regulators 
is capable for functioning. However this does not mean that its original 
form - as introduced on 1st January 1968 - does not require an improvement 
in several respects. From the point of view of the modernization of the system 

7* 
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of economic guidancc - in our opllllon it is. of yital importance to more 
thoroughly study the hehaviour of enterprises, to leaI'll - in addition to theo
retical examinations - thc kind of aims they actually follow, the means they 
prefer, the way as managerial decisions are made, the rolc of individual deci
sion-making motives, etc. 

An empirical study of enterprise hehaviour can he carried out in several 
1cays, as for instance. 

- hy preparing detailed case-studies, 'rhich attempt to explore deci
sion-making processes and the main factOTs determining them, 

- hy collecting and (econometrically) analyzing statistical data char
acteristic to the outcome and the determining factors of a great numher of 
similar decisions, 

- hy analyzing the interconnections of more gcneral data (as for instance 
profits and inyestments) characteristic to enterprise hehayiour, 

- hy a direct or indirect inquiry into thc motives of managerial decisions, 
most charactel'istic to the behayiour of individual enterprise;;:. 

Our examination presented helow is hased on the latter method. Taking 
into consideration that it was carried out at the initial stage of research, and 
with a limited program, our questions could only touch upon a few aspects 
of enterprise hehaviour. Nevertheless the publication of results, together 
with all reservations, seems to he reasonable, since, stimulating dispute, con
trol and completion, it may provide a certain basis for future research of 
this kind. 

The method applied 

A number of methods are ayailahle to empirically study enterprise 
activities. They range from interyiews with individuals and groups, question
naires, and detailed case-studies to an econometric analysis of statistical data. 
The aim and method of examination are interconnected; a giycn aim can only 
be reached by definite means, and applying certain methods limits the char
acter of questions which will be reliably answered. 

Foreign experiences are rather limited from the point of view of this 
examination- 'While surveys of enterprise expectations and intentions, and 
the prediction of enterprise behaviour based on this haye a past of several 
decades, business tendency surveys are 'widely made in several countries at 
regular - monthly or three-monthly -- intervals, the number of empirical 
studies dealing with the interual situation of enterprises, and their behaviour, 
as far as we know, is relatively smal1. 1 

1 A short review about these types of investigations can be found in the Review of 
Industrial Economics ~o. 6. (pp. 11-12) of the Institute for Industrial Economics of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The review_also contains the detailedJesults of the exami
nations concerned. 
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'Ve set as an aun of our study to reCelye the most reliable answers and 

to burden enterprises as little as possible. 
The first requiremcnt the reliability of answers obviously demanded 

anonymousity. To meet thc second rcquirement it was necessary to only ask 
questions which could be answercd directly, withollt any additional work 

(collection of data, etc.). 
Finally, to achieye the third objective in accordance with our rescarch 

hypothesis that enterprise behayiour is determined by th(' attitudes of decision
making managers, it is a resultant of indiyiduals' behayiour - ·we askcd for 
an (individual and anonymous) answer not from enterprises as a whole, but 

from their managers. 
This way our aims determined the main characteristics of applicable 

methods which in turn determined the types of questions "Wc could ask and 
the ·way of cyaluating the answers obtained. The inquiry was hased on a 
questionnaire containing 30 questions ·with prc-coded ani'w('rs. The majority 
of the questions required a qualitative answcr (yes--no: smallcr--samc-big
ger; ranking) and the answering of only 5 questions needcd th(' estimation 
of a percentage share. 

The questions asked - dclibcrately limited in llumher - -,,-ere related 
to three main subjccts: the judgement of enterprisc actiyities during 1968, 
the entcrpris("s situation in the same year, and the characteristics of enter

prise behaviour. 
A few questions referred to the status and age of those questioncd and 

to the branch of industry the enterprise was belonging to. but in such a concise 
form that no conclusion be allowed concerning the per~oll of those giving the 
answer. 

The survey coycreel only manufacturing industries (i.e. coal mining and 
clectric energy industry wcre not examined) and primarily the bigger enter
prises. 268 questionnaires ·were returned altogether. from approximately 
60--70 enterprises (thc method applied does not allow to exactly establish the 
nUillber of enterprises). The results haye been analyscd also by 4 branches, 
3 sphercs of actiyities and 2 age-groups and a farther gl"OUp also -was formed: 
"enterprises without competitors" i.e. whcre managers felt the prcsence of 
neither home, nor foreign competitors. However, a combined examination of 
thcse groups did not seem reasonable, duc to the rclatively low lcvel of repre
scntation. 

As concerning the reliability of the results, answers giyen to qucstions 
of different typcs requirc a different ·way of judgment. Since in the position 
and anticipations of the enterprises at a gi....-en point of time there may be essen
tial diffcrences from this point of view the sample can not be considered as 
characteristic to thc 4 branches separately inyestigated, but only for manu
facturing industry a~ a whole. Thc results relating to cnterprise behaviour 
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seem to be relatively reliable even from this point of view - among others 
because of the frequent coincidence shown by the answers. 

The survey was carried out in September and October, 1968, and for 
this reason the answers l'eflected the opinions concerning thc nine months' 
period following the introduction of the new system of economic guidance. 
Aside from this, answers WNe influenced by at least four other factors: 

1. thc interpretation of the question, 
2. the information availahle for giving an answer, 
3. a subconscious bias and 
4. a possible deliherate modification of ans'wers. 

The role of these factors with the various groups of question~ is differ
ent, and their effeets can not be entirely eliminated even by the u~p of mOrt" 
sophisticated methods. 

'\\!hen judging and interpreting answers we tried to possibly separatf' 
these factors. Unfortunately, 'we did not sueceed - and could not succeed 
in each case. It ean he presumed that among the factors influeneing the answers 
thc objective knowlcdge and former experience of managers played a d"cisiv(' 
role. However to prove this is subject to further research. 

Every program of such surveys is ohviously the result of compromises 
- we can not simultaneouslv reach a diversity of aims. Anonvmous answers. . . . 
pre-coding, asking about individual and not enteTprise opinions. etc. equally 
have advantageous and disadvantageous sides. (In the presl'nt cast' anony
mousity was the faetor ,·,-hieh primarily demanded to givl' up a llumher of 
- otherwise obvious - analytical possibilities.) 

The different methods of examination case-study, detailed interview,.: 
with individuals and shorter OIll'S ,I'ith groups, etc. and different program,.: 
mutually complete each other and from this point of view this survey can 
only he considered as an element of a largl'-seale study. 

Enterprise ohjectives 

One of the most important - if not hasieal - determinants of enter
prise behav'iour is the kind of aims it follows. Several tests are known from the 
literature of capitalist eountries, in which this question was asked from mana
gers. Since answers have generally reflected a multitude of enterprise objec
tives, a ranking of objectives had to be asked for. A French survey for example 
resulted in the answers, shown in the Table 1.2 

'The survey embracing 400 enterprises was made by the French Productivity Centre 
in 1964. Its publication is under press. 
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Tahle 2 

The per cent of enterprises putting the indicated objective 

Objectives 
to the 1. place to the :2. place 

on the 1. and :2. 
place together 

Increasing production, Le. sales volume 
Increasing profits 
Maintaining position within industrial 

branch 
Gaining new markets 
Employment 
Others 

30 
1-1 

26 
9 

1:2 
9 

17 
14 

12 
21 
23 
13 

47 
28 

33 
30 
3~ 
22 

This survey also contained a question concerning the means enterprises 
intend to rely on to reach their aims. The "means" indicated helo-w were 
ranked as of primary and secondary importance according to the proportions 
as follows: 

expanding productive capacity 38 per cent 
raising the technical parameters of produt.:ts 37 per t.:cnt 
reducing production costs 31 per cellt 
increasing productivity 25 per cent 
penetrating into competitors' markets 25 per cent 
gaining ne-w consumers by market-research 23 peI' cent 
widening the range of products 10 per cent 

Answers may naturally disguise or palliate actual situation, but it is 
Temarkable that tests of this type, almost \,-ithont exception, had the result, 
that enterprises follow a great variety of objectives, and not alw-ays profit 
takes the first place among them. 4 

There is a strong emphasis on the "word "direct" because many of the 
aims overlap and are in connection with In-onts. According to the FTench 
survey for instance, the increase of pToduction or that of realization or the 
keeping and strenghtening of market position are obviouslv directed to the 
assurance and increase of pTofits. 

Disputing the role of profits as a direct objective absoiutely does not 
mean stating that profit is not the final goal in capitalist economy. \Ye steadily 
refuse the ideas, which - referring among others to such empirical results -
try to prove the change of the most essential characteristics of capitalist eco
nomy. However it seems obvious that the strive for profits in capitalist enter
prises can succeed through very complicated "transmissions" and this is why 

~ According to a test [2] made by J ames K. DE~T in the USA, for instance, 36 per cent 
of intervie"wed managers put profit-increase to the first place, 52 per cent of them to the 
first three places. 
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many elements of the activities of capitalist cnterprises require a more sophisti
cated explanation. 

It is worth while to mention here thc scientific school, which explains 
Pllterprisc activities and decisions not hy a simple theoretical deduction of 
interrelationships, hut by relying on empirical observations, organizational 
and hehayioural sciences. This school questions the traditional-marginalist 
theory of firm starting from the point that its hasic assumptions, e.g. that 
of a perfect compctition, are unacceptahle. I t8 representatives (as for instance 
Herbert A. Simon, Richard M. eyert, J ames G. }Iarch) dispute that the only 
aim of (capitalist) enterprise is to achieye maximum profits and, what is more, 
they frequently question even that enterprises striYe for a maximization, 
instead of more modest expectations. This "school" has naturally won not only 
follo'wers hut definite opponents5 as well, and it really appears that so far they 
haye reached more in criticizing former theories than in developing and veri
fying their own. 

The importance of these dcbates is further increased by the fact, that 
our Hew system of economic guidance sets profits in the centre of enterprise 
activities. Taking this as a starting point, seyeral attempts haye recently heen 
made by using the tool of deduction to explain actual enterprise actions and 
to sct up standards for future enterprise activities -with various formulations 
of the enterprise's objective function. We have no doubt that in certain cases 
this a11o-\\""s to establish some useful rules, hut the course of events in reality 
is much lllore complicated and to learn them requires empirical studies. 

Detailed empirical studies concerning the aims goycrning the managers 
of socialist cnterprises require a thorough preparatory 'work both in respect 
of hypotheses and the elabOTation of the methods of research. As the first 
step we set up a much mOTe modest aim. 'Vc only asked the qucstion, that 
when setting the enterprise's production program, 'what is the role (the weight) 
of thc indicated motiYes in decision-making in forming the respondent's 
choice and in the actual enterprise decisions. We know of course that answers 
of this kind are predominated hy a subjective juclgement, and the way of 
asking these questions has in itself an influencing effect. At the same time this 
type of drafting the question has the a(l.-antage of heing mOl'e concrete, and 
can he answered more easily than if inquired ahout enterprise ohjectives in 
general; furthermore not a ranking, hut a morc strict weighting is required, 
with an added distinction hetween own standpoint and actual enterprise 
decisions. 

The weights of the indicated factors (as percentage ratios) at the actual 
decisions concerning the production program were as follows: 

5 Some speak about different "approaches" and try to reconcile different theories this 
way. See for instance Fritz lVIachlup's article [3J. 
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increasing the volume of profits 'Y' ~I per cent 
increasing per capita profits 12 per cent 
increasing pTOduction volume 14. per cent 
satisfying demands 23 per cent 
utilization of capacities 15 per cent 
assllring employment i per cent 
others :2 per cent 

In the case of this question a reliable answer, based on ohjectiYi: evi
dences, can only he obtained hy means of long and complicated investigatiom: 
and it is not impossihle, that even managers themselves fail to pl'OperIy judge 
the weight, indicated motives are having in their decisions. It also must he 
taken into consideration that individual motives overlap (for instance the 
increase of production promotes the increase of profits), and they ;::el con
fronted only in a few particular cases.f; 

::\ evertheless, the weights attrihuted to the factoLo mentioned do not 
fail to indicate that 'which factors and to what extent may get a primary role 
in decision-making. (It is 'worth mentioning otherwise, that the weights, char
acterising the respondents' attitude, did not essentir,Jly differ from the weights 
concerning actual e~lterprise decisions.) 

Deternlining the prod uction prograIHllle is of COlll'Se only Oile of the fields 
of decision-making. and it l('ould be too early to .form Cl ~eneral (}vinioll Oil this ,-_, .,/ J~ v .1 

hasis about the !llotives of cnt::rpl·ise decisions. 
=" cyertheless, it EceU1S to he an ilnpo:rtant CirCllItlstance that 

(i) the increasing- of production is no more a primary aim of our (enter
prises, and 

(ii) the increasing of nrofits. although the moO't 111l',)oruEl t faetor hy 
, L 1. - '-' _ ~ 

making decisions, is not an absolutely predominant £<,ot01·. 
The experiences of our invei3tigatioll despite its IHohjem~ _. haye 

confirmed our opinion, that enterprise hehaviour is likely to 1)(' on:r-simplified 
hy the models and theories trying to limit the explanation of main cnterpl'ise 
decisions to the stri,-illg for increased profits (or to per capita profits, share 
fund, etc.), Taking into consideration that the "weights" of the enterprise's 
ohjectives are undoubtedly influenced hy the level of heing 8atisfied at the 
moment, it seems reasonable to ask the questions i3everal times, in different 
situations, and to carry out a more thorough-going analysis. At the time of 
our snn-ey, in the autumn of 1968, the majority of our enterprises 'were expeet
ing to reach the planncd volume of profits and in many cases they were afraid 
of that the level of profits would he too high. 

A further research could he started to establish the 'weight, profit motive 
should preferahly get, furthermore whether or not we have to or may striYe 

G In case of a definite confrontation of motives we intend to allah'se the behaviour by 
special "conflict" tests. .. 
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for giving a greater role to profits (if the dimensions of this role can he deter

mined at all). Another question, still left unans'wered is, that whether or not 

enterprises can he blamed for asserting their profit-interests to only a limited 

cxt('nt, or they are not to he expected, or may not be expected to do so'? 

~'{ aturally, almost all of the other amhitions (the increase of pI'odnction, the 

utilization of capacitics, etc.) hclp indirectly in the long nUl or fOT shorter 

telm -- to cnsure or to increase profits. Howevcr, these ohjectiyes may be 

more or less independent, and 'what is more, they may even get confronted 

\y-itll profit lllotiyc. In particular Cc'lses, especially \\-hen ti certain satisfaction 

oJ ])fOfit requircllzents has already' been achieved~ other ainlS lilRy he preferred 
to incl'easill~ nrofits. Results of recent research \\-orl~ usiu rr oIsranisational 

,,-• ..1.. 0 '-' 

and hcha\/iov.ral science approach SeCll1S to support this supposition and if 
further iuYcc,tigations justify it under our circumstances as 'well, important 

conclusions nlP_Y he dnnH1 ±'Tom it also concerning the further devclopluent 

of our economic system. 
_4.. surprising result of tIle present surycy is the similarity in the juclge

:llcnt of d(lcisioll luotivcs in different inc1ustriai branches. If ,re only \y-ish to 

mention the most :3igllific~H1t deviations, there is hardly anything to stress. 

instance tIle sf~tis"faction of clelll~'.nds plays a greater Tole than the average 

.in food ir_dustl'y, the exploitation of capacity and the aSSllrance of employ .. 
- I" 1 11 1" "1" )\~ l' " men! hu"\-e Cl l'e atl,-clY sm<1 er l'O~C In CI1CilllCcL luctustry. _~ rurtllcr, InterestIng 

investigation could be froIll this point of ,,-ic"'\\- to analyse the cl1aractcr of indi
vidual brancllcs and to compare reasonable dc"v'iations 1\-ith existing OllCS. 

_.1~llsv~-ers also sho\\" a relati,-ely "llnsignificClllt dev"iation, if examined 

according to the spheres of activity (general directors, technical directors, 

ecoIlomic directms) and age groups,' and this repeatedly confirms the fact 

that our managers hayc u rather firm and unanimolls idea about enterprise 

objectives. (This of coursc does not exclude the case that this picture does 

not or it does. hut unexactl"<; -- con'esl)ond to realitv.) The J" udgement of ,... ......., 

the weight of particular motives as already mentioned - also shows only 

a slight difference, if compared the individual attitudes and actual enterprisc 

decisions. As fOT the latter aspect, we may dra,,' some cautious conclusions 

from smaller differences, as for instance: 

in the opinion of economic management their standpoint concerning 

the increase of per capita profits does not satisfactorily prevail, 'while a greater 

attention than desirable is paid to the increase of production or to the satis

faction of demands, 

- the answers of sales management allow the conclusion, that the 

satisfaction of demands in their opinion - lags behind the desirable level, 

while the exploitation of capacities is over-emphasized: 

7 Answers given by the managers of enterprises having no competitor, do not show 
a deviation, either. 
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A few other characteristics of enterprise hehayiour 

"\\1 e would like to deal with three more groups of questions, 'which may 
be of primary importance for the further study of enterprise behaviour. They 
cue as follo·ws: the competitive position of enterprises, investment decisions, 
qnestions of development. 

The competitive position of enterprises 

Onc of the most important external factors essentially influencing enter
prise behaviour is competitive situation. Two questions were asked in this 
relation: ·whcthCl' or not competitors'activities can be felt, and if so, to what 
extent fl'om the point of viev,- of prices, quality and assortment and delivery 
ternlS. 

The major part of the managers (luestioned had the opinion that their 
company "was having - a possible - competitor, but many of them did not 
feel the presence of cyen potential competitors. 38 per cent of those inter
yiewed indicated the absence of domestic, 46 per cent that of foreign compe
titors, and :21 per cent indicated a total absence of competition. (These latter 
ones provide the group of "companies without competitors".) Among indi
yidual hranchc5 machine industries wcre prominent ·witll a smaller proportion 
of domestic and a grcater pl'OportioIl of import competitors (corresponding 
.lata for machine industry are: 61 33 33 per cent). 

Answers concerning competitiye position ·were ncady the same also if 
('xamincd according to the age-groups of those questioned, hut the comparison 
according to the spheres of actiyity showed some deyiation. (Certain differ
<'llce;:, ;:ince questions referred to potential competitors, are acceptable.) 
Gpneral managers for instancc considered more competitors than "other" 
eategories (corresponding data are: 34·-30-13 per cent). 

The competition is, however, - according to the picture gained from 
ansv,ers rarely stI'ong. This is also due to the fact, that at the time of the 
survey demand was in many cases considered to exceed eyen the possibilities 
of production (as shown by the answers giyen to another question), and this 
ill turn might giye I'ise to the appearance, that not even the sales of extra 
output would be limited by competition. 

According to the answers, I'egarding the intensity of competition 12 per 
('('nt of those answering indicated a strong domestic competition, 17 per cent 
a stI'ong foreign competition, and 40 i.e. 46 per cent did not feel any compe
tition at all. (Answers given to the fOl'mer question indicated the presence of 
potential competitOl's as in 62 and 54 pcI' cent of the cases a part of which ob
viously did not mean an actual competition.) StI'ong domestic competItlOn 
·was mainly reported in prices, import competition primarily in quality and 
assortment. 
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While domestic competItIOn in the machine industries, particularly in 
a stronger form, was far below the average, import competition was indicated 
to highly exceed it. The effects of both domestic and import competition were 
felt stronger than average by managers in the textile and apparel industries. 
When calculating the group averages of ans'wers, concerning domestic and 
external competition in the aggregate according to the spheres of acth-ity 
both regarding- competition as a wholc and its indiyidual elements (price, 
quality-assertment and deliyery terms) it came to light that the existence 
of competition was primarily felt hy directors. AE' for the cleyiation by age 
groups the presence of competition was to some extent more frequently incli
cated by older managers (both regarding deliyery terms. and competition, 
as a whole). 

A similar question was al;;o illyoh:ed in tIll' Frellell su ryey, already 
noted. According to the an;;weI'S obtained in France (in 196-1) 26 pe}' cent of 
French enterprises experienced strong. 60 per cellt strong or mediulll compe
tition and those not haying been pressured by any competition, comprised 
a total of only :28 pe!' cent. In the yiew of different conditions these data can 
only he compared 'with Hungarian ones with great cautioll, but in any eas,
they refiect a much stronger competition (which must hay(' been further 
increased sine" then, in the frame of the Common }Iarket). 

In our programme we also requested for an estimation of the ratio;;. 
hy which 1968 year profits could 1)(; attributed to the change in productioll 
costs, and other factors. The managers questioned attributed only as much 
as 1/5 of expected profit change to the change in production costs and almost 
1/3 to the ehallg<: in prices, 1/4 to the change in production yolume and nearly 
1/5 to the modification of product-mix. The modest role of l'f'ducing production 
cOEtS is also hacked hy statistical data indicating a rather moderate increase 
of proc1uetiyity and hy other analyse,; puhlishecl since then. The market COll
clitions of 1968 obviously played an important role in this and it is of funda
mental importance to estahlish demand and supply condition;;, more inten
siyely forcing to increase productiyity and technical deyelopment. and to 
reduce production costs. 

IrzL'l'stment decisions 

It i5 well known that the majority of investments simultaneously serve 
se'veral aims and for this reason it is difficult to exactly determine --- by eyen 
sophisticated calculations -- their distribution among different ohj ectiYes. 

In the course of our survey - like in the case of decisions on production 
programme - we asked for estimating the weight of motiycs that play a role 
at making decisions on productiye inyestments. Based on the aggregate of 
answt"rs the order of importance of the factors indicated are as follows: 
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increasing production volume (36 per cent) 
reducing production costs (30 per cent) 
introduction of new products (25 per cent) 
others (9 per cent) 

The numhers quoted in brackets are relating to actual enterprise decisions 
while estimates concerning personal attitudes 'were a"ked as ·well. The small 
differences in the answers given to the two kinds of questions dimly show that 
the questioned persons had the feeling that the reduction of production costs 
should have played a somewhat greater and the increase' of production volume 
a somewhat smaller role.s 

Results of a similar survey, made in the FRG ill 1960 are also known [4]. 
This survey investigated not the motives of investment decisions, hut the 
primary ohjeetives of investments already completed. These t".I-O are not enti
rely the same, consequently an exact comparison is impossible; the pietur<' 
is otherwise similar !C, the one obtaiue'd by us. The proportion of invt'stments 
aimed at the' expansion of capacities (i.e. production) is 37 per cent according 
to the German sur,-ey, that of the investments aimed at reducing production 
costs 23 per cent, the ratio of investments for product-development is 15 
per cent; 12 per cent of all investments is intended to leyel off lahour shortage 
or work-time reduction and 15 per cent serves replacement purposes. 

From the point of view of actual decisions our 5Ul'"\-ey showed only minor 
differences among individual branches (mostly due to hruneh-character): 
the weight attributed to increasing production ,.-as 32 37, that of reducing 
production co~ts 'was 27 3-1 and the one of introducing Ilew products 'was 
18 30 per ecnt (fooel industry, chemical industry). Considering personal atti
tudes deviation is greater: the motiYe of Increasing production had a weight of 
27 38 per cent (textile. and apparel food industry) that of reducing of pro
duction costs was put het-weell 29 37 per- cellt (chemica1 industry-- building 
matprial industry) and the figure attributed to introducing ncw lHOducts 'I-a:' 

~ '--' '- .1 

16 31 per cent (food industry- chemical industry). As a result it can he 
established that answers concerning decision motiYes, if examined by branches, 
show a more significant difference between indiyidual aad enterprise attitudes 
than in the aggregate. 

The role of economic and non-economic factors in decision-making is one 
of the major problems of enterprise behaviour. Our questions regarding the 
frequency and role of calculating economic efficiency helped to thro-w some' 
light upon this problem. However, ans,.-ering this question requires a more 
complex and detailed study. The frequency of calculating economic efficiency 
also depends to a certain extent on the leyel of management. We say "to a 

5 The two pairs of data relating to personal attitudes and actual decisions are: 33 -30 
and 34-36 per cent. 
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certain extent", since \\'e have to presume, that the frequency of such calcula
tions is also influeneed by the role, enterprises are assuming them to actually 
have. Furthermore, to establish the methods of economic efficiency calcula
tions, adj usted to the present system of income regulation in Hungary probably 
needs a longer period. It is known that under the "former mechanism" enter
prises \\-e1'e obliged to execute a lot of effieiency calculations, destined to back 
the deeisions of authoritative organizations. The iut~j'j'sts of national economy 
and those of enterprises got confronted in the:3c calculations; and heing pre
pared no"w for ('xclusi vely own purposes th{'y are having a totally diffel'ent 
(',ontent. 

Our survey sho"ws that in the opinion of those questioned decisions con
eerning production program are in 65 and those on investments in 73 per cent 
based on economic effieiency calculations. The first group of decisions caleu
lations haye a dOlninating Tolc in 56 per cent of cases~ and as regar(lil1g the 

:,pcond one in 67 per cent. (If combining the noted figures ,\"e can get the result 
that 3C! per cent of all decisions regarding produetion program, and 49 per cent 
of aU deeisiolls on inYcstmcnt are based on economic efficiency calculations.) 
It is prohahle, howcyer, that when making 1ll0l'e important deeisions efficiency 
,'aleuJations are mon' frequently applied. ~~ cycrthcless, ,\"e have no sufficient 
hasis to presume that in these cases calculations also have a greater role. Only 
more detailed case-studies will enahle us to answer this question. If examined 
accorclint; to hranches, the highest frequency and the greatest role of calcula
iions i" characteristic to textile and appal'el industry, while the lowest figures 
cire shown by machine industry. 

As a result it can he stated that the role of economic efficiency calcula
tions is much smaller in practice, than presumedl)y theoretical works. Results 
of similar foreign studies point out this fact as well, es tablishing at the same 
lime that in most cases enterprises only apply the simplest methods. This was 
emphasized in the above quoted work of Thomas Oursin, too (hased on the 
{'xamination of ,1,9 enterprises in machine industry), and a similar picture was 
drawn by a survey - even concerning Ameriean entcTprises reported in 
1965 at the conference of the Industrial Development Centre of the UK 
(its present name is UNIDO) in Prague [5] 

The problems of development 

Prohlems of development were touched upon by our survey at several 
points. Two extremely important elements determining enterprise behaviour 
are the estimation of present and future requirements and the aS8umption of 
risk. As concerning them we only asked two simple questions. Answers show 
a surprisingly high satisfaction; the existence of a stronger competition would 
certainly prove that there is no sufficient reason for feeling so. 
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According to thc answers, preparing for future 'was considered to be 

satisfactory by 83 per cent of those questioned, 3 per cent of them consider

rd it to be exaggerated and 14 per cent to be unsatisfactory. Individual 

IH'anches sho,\"ed a considerable difference concerning this question, those on 

thc extreme were machine industries, "where 30 per ccnt, and food industry, 

where :2 lwr cent of those questioned considered the activities, aimed at prepar

ing {Ol' futuH', as insufficient. This is mainly due to the different character 

of the t'.I"O hrunclws, "whith particular attention to the speed of product change. 

The dif[erenc(;s in status did not results in any remarkable deviation of 

answer,,; the proportion of the the "satisfied" was bct'ween 78 and 89 per cent. 

In the older age gl'OUp the pToportion of llH)3t' gi\-illg a negHti\-e ans\\-er "'\ras 

somc",.hat hi:.::her (18 l)('r cent. as against 13). The 15 1)('1' cent. which pointed 
'--" 'v ' .... 

out the pl'epaTatioll for future to be unsatisfacto~'y, mentioned as its primary 
reason the shortage of yeSOUfCes~ and '·ShoTt.term~~ thinkjng~ and D.S its secon

dary I'CH3011 th(' Tf'~istallee to tal~e risk.s and the absence of com})etitioa. 

rrhl,' acceptallc(~ of risks \\~as considered as satisfactory b~- 88 pCl' cent,; 

while tht? rest (12 nfT cent) "was equallv distributed het"Weell thuse thinking 
..i. _ of '-' 

it to be exaggeratclL and those thinking it to he ·unsatisfactory. Exanlining 

by group" did not show aay rcmarkable deviation. The considerably high 

satisfaction over the readiness to take risks urges to exactly clear up the 

problem of risks from the point of vie"w of our enterprises. This lllay he followed 

then by examining the desirable level of taking risks, and the e:,tahlishment 

of that whether or not this level is reached by enterpriscs. 

The picture v,-e gained concerning de\/"clopluent concepts and long-l'ange 

plarminff appear" to he too fayourahle, and this question requires further 

inycstigatioll, According to the information, giyen by the managers questioned 

96 per cent of enterprises had a development concept in the form of written 

documents. This ratio is certainly lower in reality and it is alw prohable that 

in many ease" these concepts are not properly elaborated or sometimes they 

are obsolete. Due to the ahove l'atio we have only received a fe"\l- answers 

relating to the reason of the lack of written dcvelopment concepts. These 

answers mentioned that the concept was just being prepared, or "they hadllo 

time to commence the ,,-ork", "the management does not feel it necessary", 

or "other reasons" were indicated. 

Aecol'ding to the answers given, 91 per cent of enterprises had a 3 year
plan, and 65 per cent of them 5 - 8 year plans. A lack of 3 year plan is prima

rily indicated (19 per cent) by managers in textile, and apparel industry. 

The existence of 5 -8 yeaI' plans is more frequent in food industry (while 

textile and apparel industrv show a ratio under the average, approximately 

50 per cent). 

As concerning the contents of plans, 3 year plans (with only a few 

exceptions) include the volume of production, in approximately an equal 
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proportion (80 per cent) product-.; technology- and plant deyelopment, - and 
nearly in 50 per cent of cases labour. As for the contents of 5-8 year plans, 
production targets take the first place, with plant deyelopment closely behind 
it, targets of product- and technology de,-elopment is made hy 60 per cent, 
and labour supply in 40. The analysis of answers relating to the contents of 
plans according to the sphere of activity of those questioned also reflects to 
a certain extent that the planning of 'which technical - pconomic process is 
considered to he important by particular groups of managers. It is charactcr
istic for in8tanc(~ that in three year plans a higher proportion is attributed 
to the planning of product technology- and plant development hy technical, 
than by economi(: management. (As for 5-8 year plans. answers do not show 
such essential differences.) 

Corresponding data from sun-eys abroad can also he quoted 11(,1'e. 
A survey maue hy the RK\V [6] in 1963 shows that planning in FRG is con
siderahly more frequent with hig enterprises, than 'with smaller ones (primarily 
concerning plans for more than one year) but eyen in the first category plan
ning ismii.ch less frequent, than 'with Hungarian enterprises of similar sizp. 
Accordil!g to this test bigger German enterprises (with a numher of cmploy('e.~ 
abow 1000) in 1963 prepared a production and sales plan in 50 per cent. 
iu,'estment plan in 70 per cent, hut in only less than 20 per cent of the ease~ 
planning periods exceeded 3, and in 10 per cent .5 years. A more detailed surn'y 
made hy the IFO-Illstitl~t ill 1965 [7], sho'\'5 a more fayourable picture. 
According to its results oyerall plans were prepared by 60 per cent of enter
prises with 1ll0l"e than 1000 employees, while strategic plans ,,;ere made hy 
80 per cent of them (this type of plan more or less corresponds to that ,dlat 
we call tleye]opment concept, but generally for a ~horter period) 25 .. :.)() 
per cell! of plans exceeded 3 -years. 

The qnestions raised in this article, especially tlu:ir last group, can hp 

analysed more thoroughly if also other methods of empirical studies applied. 
The method of onr sUJ'Yey '\'as destined to be an expel'iment and we consider 
its results as hypotheses that arc due to further control and research. At PE('

sent ,re "'ork on a research proj cct in 'which different methods mutuall~' 

complete and help each other in a complex reyeating of "enterprise reality"_ 
contributing hy this to draw up a business management corresponding to our 
new sYstem of economic guidance. 
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